33. Society, the Reality
WHEREVER men gather with a purpose into a society, there you perceive the Divine---the Sath,
Chith and Aanandha (Being, Awareness and Bliss)! A personality has arisen; a clearer flash of
reason is evident; a deeper joy fills the hearts. Immerse yourselves in them.
This is real spiritual endeavour; not pining in solitude or revelling in the breaking of bonds with
others of your kind, priding on your independence! Be with others; in others; for others. Be with
all, for all, in all.
But, nevertheless, be unattached, be the unfailing source of Love. Therein lies success in spiritual
endeavour, the triumph of spiritual discipline. Thus is the Sai in you manifested; thus is the
world fostered; Sai within; thus is the heart purified enough to install. There are questions
raised: Of what relation is society and social ties with spirit and its glory? Of what relation is the
spirit and its glory with society and its tangles and trickeries? Such questions arise from erring
minds.
Spiritual endeavour must aim at individual illumination, social betterment and the divinisation of
the human community. This is extremely urgent and essential. While in society, the divinity
inherent in man can blossom more quickly, more widely, more fragrantly. You recognise the
world, but, not God who is immanent in it! So too, you see the individual but, not the corpus that
is immanent in society.
All beings form the Universal Body of One God
Of course, Society is not another concrete composite collective body! It is the expansion and
expression of the Divine in each of its components, denotable and enjoyable as One. Society is
the awareness of this cognisible Divinity. So, the one should not flee from the many; the
individual is not harmed by society. The one should rather see the many in a new light--the light
which reveals that society is but God, who activates and prompts the composite whole. The one
is rendered fuller by association with the many: he gains by losing himself in the many! All men
are kith and kin, one family, one aspiration, one attempt at one acquisition. They are all equally
Divine, all form the Universal Body of the One God. All are heirs to the Aanandha that this
awareness can give. Of course, Society does not happen when people gather by chance, or get
together with no common goal of good. The many-faceted skills and intelligences that are
contributed by the many must flow pure and clear, untarnished by egoistic desires along the
channel of the spirit; then, they will feed the roots of truth and goodness; they will ensure peace,
for, all ideas, of high and low will disappear. This is the criterion for a stable strong sweet
society; not, mere numbers. Be conscious of the God in each and in all; then, inner equality will
impress each so indelibly that the awareness will stay undisturbed. Shaanthi (Peace) will reign in
each and all.
Understand the Aathma or God which is your core; that will establish Shaanthi in you and you
can share that Shaanthi with others What can you give others, if your hearts are empty?
Feel that you are a true limb of society
Do you intend to be in society? Do you crave to serve it and be served by it? Then, seek the God
in all; see the same in all. Yearn to worship that Clod by self-less service. That alone makes you
a true limb of society. If you feel separate, distinct, outside and beyond society, you will run after

name and fame, you will be enslaved by hate and partiality, and ruined in the end. So, east out
those evil attitudes; feel that you are giving society what is its due, offering God His own gift of
skill and intelligence. Vow to serve, to dedicate. Cultivate Love; society is the reflection of the
God you adore, the God whose nature is Aanandha. Transform yourself into Love, and become
Aanandha.
Adore society as the Divine Body; that is the Truth, the eternal Vision.
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Life is a market. In life, giving and taking, bargaining and
speculating, is a part of the game.
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